
At the Curia of Their Royal Majesties Mohammad and Corotica, conducted ethereally in
accordance with SCA, Inc. guidelines on 23 February 2023, A.S. 57, the following became East
Kingdom Law:

(Text added is underlined; text deleted is struck through. Only revised sections are listed; all
other sections remain unchanged.)

The proposed changes to sections II.D.2., II.D.3., and Appendix A (Crown Succession); IX.D.2.
(Silver Crescent); IX.G.10. (multiple Augmentations of Arms); and new IX.G.17.
(coming-of-age recognition) were withdrawn from consideration at this Curia by the Crown.

IV. Kingdom Officers
B. Greater Officers and Their Individual Duties

1. The Kingdom Seneschal
h. Supervises the Lesser Office of Kingdom Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion (DEI)

Officer.

C. Lesser Officers and Their Individual Duties
16. The Kingdom Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion (DEI) Officer:

a. Is responsible for recognizing, creating, and implementing plans to promote diversity,
equity, and inclusion within the East Kingdom.

b. Works with the Kingdom Chatelaine in their areas of mutual interest.
c. Is responsible to the Kingdom Seneschal.

IX. Awards
D.  Orders of High Merit

3.   The Order of the Maunche (established October 9 A.S. 11, 1976, by Laeghaire and
Ysabeau II; revised February 23 A.S. 57, 2023, by Mohammad and Corotica) may be
given to individuals who have distinguished themselves by dedication to the arts and
sciences, whether by attaining a standard of excellence as makes them noteworthy in the
eyes of the Kingdom or by attempting more than one art form and, while not attaining
mastery in any one, surpassing competence in several, or through demonstrated service to
the arts and sciences community.

F. Orders of Honor
8.   The Order of Gawain (established April 22 A.S. 41, 2007, by Gryffith and Aikaterine ;

revised February 23 A.S. 57, 2023, by Mohammad and Corotica)
a.   The Order of Gawain may be awarded by the Crown to honor and recognize those

young people, up to and including the age of seventeen, who have distinguished
themselves by acts of valor, honor, chivalry, courtesy, and leadership within a youth
martial activity, excluding those authorized as an adult participant in rattan or rapier
combat.

b.   The Crown may, at Their discretion, request comment from the appropriate
Marshalate regarding candidates for this award.



c.   The recipient of this award is entitled to wear on the left arm a green garter charged
with a gold mullet.

d.   The Companions of this Order will be bound, insofar as they are able, to maintain and
encourage the standards of the Order within the youth martial community.

G. Other East Kingdom Awards
10. Augmentation of Arms (reestablished June 30 A.S. 47, 2012, by Kenric and Avelina;

revised January 26 A.S. 48, 2014, by Kenric II and Avelina II; revised September 22 A.S.
53, 2018, by Brennan III and Caoilfhionn III; revised February 23 A.S. 57, 2023, by
Mohammad and Corotica)
a. The Augmentation of Arms may be awarded by the Crown to honor a person for

service to the Kingdom or specifically to the Crown. Each augmentation is specific to
the individual awarded, to be added to his/her their arms following consultation with
the Brigantia Principal Herald. This honor is infrequently granted.

15. The Award of the Rabbit and in the Moon (established July 17 A.S. 57, 2022, by
Ryouko'jin and Indrakshi; revised February 23 A.S. 57, 2023, by Mohammad and
Corotica)
a. The Award of the Rabbit and in the Moon may be given to an individual who

performs a single extraordinary act of service.
b. The Award of the Rabbit and in the Moon may be awarded by the Sovereign or

Consort individually, or by the Crown acting together.
c. Individuals may receive this token more than once, for additional acts of service.
d. The badge of the Award of the Rabbit and in the Moon is: Argent, a rabbit sejant

erect regardant and a bordure vert. This badge should shall always be displayed on a
round field, so that it looks like the Japanese folk tale of the rabbit in the moon.


